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TC Energy Recommendations 

#1: Enhance existing programs through Canada Infrastructure Bank or develop a new federal 

Indigenous Loan Guarantee Program to expand opportunities for Indigenous communities to invest 

in clean energy projects. 

#2: Enhance federal funding to support cost-effective greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions 

through decarbonizing existing natural gas infrastructure. 
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Overview 
TC Energy provides an important part of the foundation that allows North Americans to live comfortably and enable their 

businesses to thrive. We transport the energy required to heat, cool and light buildings, to get people where they need to go, 

and to maintain high standards of medical care, education, telecommunications, science and technology. Our portfolio of 

high quality, long-life energy infrastructure has served society safely for decades.  

As TC Energy’s newly appointed President & CEO, I am passionate about innovating for a more sustainable energy future, in 

collaboration with all our stakeholders. I see an unparalleled opportunity for industry and government to work together to 

embrace the energy transition to make Canada’s economy more competitive and sustainable than ever before.  

Sustainability is not new to TC Energy; rather, it’s a continuous evolution of our principled approach to creating enduring 

economic, social and environmental outcomes. A few of our priorities include:  

1. Collaborating with Indigenous peoples: Building on TC Energy’s long history of engaging with Indigenous peoples, we 
recognize we need to build stronger and enduring relationships. We want the future of how energy is developed in this 

country to be more equitable and inclusive for Indigenous peoples and communities. Guided by the historical awareness, 
cultural insight and input of Indigenous Peoples, TC Energy is taking the actions that will contribute to lasting change. 

Read about our commitments in our Reconciliation Action Plan. 
 

2. Investing in the energy transition: We acknowledge the pressing challenges of climate change and the role we play in 

creating a cleaner energy future for Canadians. Projects like our Saddlebrook Solar and Storage project in Alberta, and 
our partnership in Bruce Power in Ontario, are already providing Canadians with reliable, affordable clean energy. Our 

proposed pumped storage facility on Department of National Defence lands in Meaford, Ontario would continue to 
support Canada’s energy transition by supplying 1,000 MW of zero emission electricity. We are currently doing our due 

diligence to identify potential paths to net zero GHG emissions by 2050 for our operations by investing in the efficiency 
of our existing asset base, renewable technology and the skillsets of our people.  

 
3. Building strong, vibrant local communities: Playing an active role in the communities where we live  and work is an 

integral part of our values. TC Energy directly employs 4,725 people in Canada and generated $5.4 billion dollars of 
Canadian supply chain spend in 2020.1 We buy locally where possible, support small businesses and in 2020 donated 

over C$10.7 million to community programs across the country.  

TC Energy proudly calls Canada our home. Our team is eager to work with government officials at all levels to help shape a 

strong, shared energy future where the environment and the economy go hand in hand. 

Sincerely, 

 
François Poirier 

President and Chief Executive Officer 

 

 
1 Directly employed includes employees, contingent workforce contractors and students; Canadian supply chain spend was 
determined based on the incorporated location of suppliers. 

https://www.tcenergy.com/siteassets/pdfs/sustainability/indigenous/journey-towards-reconciliation/tc-energy-reconciliation-action-plan-march-2021.pdf
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Context on our recommendations 

Recommendation #1 

Creating enduring relationships and expanding economic opportunities for Indigenous communities are part of the 

reconciliation that must occur between the Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples of Canada. At TC Energy, we recognize 

the critical importance of reconciliation with Indigenous peoples and believe that we can play a pivotal role through our 

unique footprint across Canada. In 2021, through commitments made in our Reconciliation Action Plan, TC Energy is 

working to ensure we are building better relationships with Indigenous communities, stewarding cultural awareness and 

respect and strengthening partnerships with Indigenous groups in the areas where we do business. 

Government can help advance partnership opportunities between industry and Indigenous communities by enhancing 

existing programs through the Canada Infrastructure Bank (CIB) or creating a federal loan guarantee program to support 

greater Indigenous community participation in clean energy projects, including large-scale energy storage. This 

mechanism would help enable Indigenous partnerships in projects by providing greater optionality and flexibility in 

negotiating equity participation.  

Modelled after Ontario’s Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program (ALGP), a similar federal program would provide financial 

transaction security where a third party agrees to make loan payments if the Indigenous partner cannot. A loan guarantee 

can significantly lower the cost of borrowing and enable more Indigenous communities to participate in these projects. 

Ontario’s ALGP guarantees support for Indigenous communities up to 75 per cent of their equity requirement (capped at 

$650 million) and is only available for ‘renewable green energy infrastructure’ such as wind, solar and hydroelectric 

generation projects and transmission. 

While the CIB provides loans that help support Indigenous participation in clean energy projects, the CIB does not at 

present make available loan guarantees. Additionally, the Indigenous community must obtain financing from the federal 

government, restricting the optionality that could be considered for equity participation. 

A new Indigenous Loan Guarantee Program would expand opportunities for Indigenous communities to invest in projects. It 

would make specific terms attractive to equity participation in larger, multi-billion projects, such as TC Energy’s Pumped 

Storage Project. The government, through an agent like CIB, would conduct due diligence which would likely take place 

after an eligible project has obtained the senior construction financing. This would provide assurance to federal taxpayers 

that only fully realized projects that have withstood the scrutiny of both the senior lender and the federal government 

providing the loan guarantee receive support.  

Recommendation #2 

Leveraging existing assets is key to timely, cost-effective emission reductions when considering the time and capital 

required to deploy new energy infrastructure. TC Energy has made substantial investments in its infrastructure and the 

network is well-positioned to play a leading role in a low-carbon future. TC Energy believes the use of existing 

infrastructure and corridors is the lowest lifecycle cost, easiest path to reducing Canada’s GHG emissions and therefore in 

the interest of all stakeholders.  

Any national emissions reduction strategy must recognize that natural gas is the predominant heat source in most 

buildings. In Ontario, the current energy available through the natural gas system is three times that of the power grid at 

peak. Any push for end-use electrification must contemplate the hundreds of billions of dollars required to replace this 

https://www.tcenergy.com/siteassets/pdfs/sustainability/indigenous/journey-towards-reconciliation/tc-energy-reconciliation-action-plan-march-2021.pdf
https://www.ofina.on.ca/algp/
https://www.tcenergy.com/operations/power/pumped-storage-project/
https://www.tcenergy.com/operations/power/pumped-storage-project/
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capacity. Should natural gas utilization rates decline, costs to serve remaining industrial and residential natural gas 

customers will climb. The flexibility of natural gas as a safe, clean, reliable and affordable fuel source should be considered 

in any emission reduction strategy. 

The existing natural gas transmission and distribution network provides the added benefit of helping Canada ensure energy 

resiliency. While severe weather events can bring down the electrical system, buried pipeline infrastructure is far less 

susceptible to this risk and provides redundancy for energy consumers. An overreliance on the electrical grid by 

consumers to both power and heat their homes could lead to extreme vulnerabilities if an unforeseen or long-term outage 

occurs. 

TC Energy can support national emission reductions through emerging and mature technologies. Compressor station 

electrification, where feasible, can play an important role in decarbonizing our assets. TC Energy is actively investigating 

multiple avenues to incorporate carbon capture, utilization and sequestration (CCUS) and waste heat recovery (WHR) to 

enhance efficiency and reduce emissions across our footprint. Existing natural gas pipelines could provide the opportunity 

to transport initial volumes of low-emission hydrogen through blending. Incorporating hydrogen into the natural gas mix 

will further reduce end-use emissions by lowering the carbon intensity of the product. Blending renewable natural gas into 

the existing gas stream affords similar opportunities. Finally, transportation fuel switching through a carbon-neutral blend 

of compressed and renewable natural gas can help address difficult to decarbonize sectors, such as heavy transportation. 

To cost-effectively decarbonize existing infrastructure, TC Energy recommends government provide additional support 

for the retrofit or modification of existing assets. This could be done by enhancing both the $750 million Emissions 

Reduction Fund and the $1.5 billion Clean Fuels Fund. Additionally, the use of Output-Based Pricing System (OBPS) proceeds 

to further support industrial projects to cut emissions could be amended to: 

• Maximize eligibility for compressor station electrification, WHR power generation and system optimization 
projects that will leverage existing infrastructure. 

• Include mechanisms to cover or offset operating costs as opposed to capital support. 

• Include upfront financial support to advance projects rather than providing future milestone payments. 

• Funding should be technology agnostic and focused on proven methods of emission reductions. 

• Ensure the ability to propose emission reduction projects in provinces that do not fall under OBPS if the company 
pays into the OBPS pool. 

While hydrogen blending can play a key role in decarbonizing natural gas transmission, current tolling models do not 

effectively anticipate its incorporation into the natural gas stream. Hydrogen’s physical properties are different from 

those of natural gas, and it takes more space to transport hydrogen than an equivalent energy value of natural gas. As the 

ratio of hydrogen to natural gas rises within a pipeline, physical system modifications may be required, and should be 

financed in a way that does not unfairly burden existing customers. TC Energy requests support from government to 

address these non-technical issues and ensure they do not impede a significant cost-effective decarbonization 

opportunity.  

Finally, liquified natural gas (LNG) deployment provides the opportunity to increase trade, economic growth and create 

good middle-class jobs while simultaneously reducing global emissions. Projects such as TC Energy’s Coastal GasLink 

pipeline project provide a unique opportunity for Canada to help reduce global GHG emissions. By example, the use of LNG 

exported to China through the LNG Canada/Coastal GasLink partnership will emit between 35 and 55 per cent fewer GHG 

emissions than the country’s prevailing energy source, domestic coal.2  

 
2 LNG Canada. Susannah Pierce. Living Up to Climate Promises. Mar. 23, 2020.  

https://www.lngcanada.ca/news/living-up-to-climate-promises

